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Abstract. The impact of geohazards on the mental health of the local populations, is well recognized but understudied. We 

used natural language processing (NLP) of Twitter posts to analyse the sentiments expressed in relation to a pre-eruptive 

seismic unrest, and a subsequent volcanic eruption in Iceland 2021. We show that despite the small size and negligible material 15 

damage, these geohazards were associated with a measurable change in expressed emotions in the local populations. The 

seismic unrest was associated with predominantly negative sentiments, but the eruption with predominantly positive. We 

demonstrate a cost-effective tool for gauging public discourse that could be used in risk management. 

1 Introduction 

Social media posts have been successfully used for assessing physical aspects of geohazards, for example, locating earthquakes 20 

(Earle, 2010; Steed et al., 2019). They have also been utilized for rapid assessment of material damage, and for aiding recovery 

efforts after several major geodisasters including hurricanes Harvey and Sandy, and the Great Tohoku earthquake and tsunami 

(e.g. (Earle, 2010; Chatfield and Brajawidagda, 2012; Guan and Chen, 2014)). The non-material impact of geohazards, 

including on the mental health of the local populations, is well recognized (Vo and Collier, 2013; Hlodversdottir et al., 2018; 

Becker et al., 2019; Gissurardóttir et al., 2019) but understudied. Studies are mostly done through interviews, and/or clinical 25 

assessments, where the results typically become available long after the event. Social media language and expressed sentiments 

can be used as indicators for public discourse, and have been shown to be predictive of individuals’ mental health state and its 

deterioration (Eichstaedt et al., 2018; Oltmanns et al., 2021; Kelley and Gillan, 2022). Using artificial intelligence, such as 

natural language processing (NLP), it is possible to quickly process very large volumes of data for content and sentiment 

analysis (Park et al., 2015; Eichstaedt et al., 2018; Oltmanns et al., 2021). Here we use NLP on a dataset collected on the social 30 
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media platform Twitter to analyse the public views and expressed sentiments related to two types of globally common 

geohazards: a period of moderate seismic unrest and a small basaltic fissure eruption, using Iceland as the case study.  

2 Methods 

The Reykjanes peninsula in Iceland provided a highly suitable natural laboratory. Between 2019 and 2021 this densely 

populated area (~260,000 people within 40 km radius) experienced two distinct and prolonged periods of geohazards: 15 35 

months of elevated seismicity (Sigmundsson et al., 2022) (from here on termed ‘seismic unrest period’) that abruptly subsided 

and was followed by a basaltic fissure eruption that lasted 6 months (Halldórsson et al., 2022) (termed ‘eruption period’). The 

seismic unrest period took place between December 2019 and March 2021, including several intense earthquake swarms, with 

the largest event of magnitude 5.6 (Sigmundsson et al., 2022). The eruption took place between 19 March and 19 September 

2021 at Mt Fagradalsfjall and effused relatively small lava flows within uninhabited valleys. The material damage caused by 40 

the seismicity and the eruption was negligible and no physical harm was reported. We were able to focus our study on local 

residents rather than tourists by analysing social media posts written in Icelandic as the language is spoken predominantly by 

people living in Iceland. In addition, due to covid-19 restrictions for most of our study period, the number of people traveling 

internationally was also at a record low in modern times. 

2.1 Natural language processing 45 

Twitter is estimated to be used by 24% of Iceland’s population (Gallup, 2021). We performed sentiment analysis using NLP 

on tweets posted between 9 December 2019 and 31 December 2021 (n = 10,341) containing a fixed set of earthquake- and 

eruption- related keywords in Icelandic. Appendix A contains further details about the methods, including the full list of 

keywords.  A subset of 636 tweets was manually labelled as ‘negative sentiment’, ‘positive sentiment’, or ‘neutral statement’. 

The rest of the dataset was labelled automatically into the same three categories by a language model that was fine-tuned for 50 

classification using the manually labelled data. The model, bilingual in English and Icelandic, was adapted for sentiment 

analysis using the English Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) dataset (Socher et al., 2013), as no explicit Icelandic sentiment 

analysis dataset exists, and this was the first time NLP sentiment analysis in Icelandic was attempted.  

Initial results showed that the model found that earthquakes were negative and eruptions were positive in sentences that should 

have been labelled as neutral. To mitigate this, we masked out all of the earthquake- and eruption- related keywords, both 55 

during model training and full dataset analysis. Using a subset of tweets we manually verified that the model was labelling 

sentiments correctly as neutral when the keywords were masked out. The drop in model performance when masking was 

introduced was minor: there was a drop in accuracy from 71% to 69%, and F1 (the harmonic mean of the precision and recall) 

also droped from 71 to 69. Full valuation results are in Appendix A. The model performance reached the ‘benchmark’ for good 

performance in Twitter sentiment analysis proposed by Zimbra et al., (2018). This demonstrates the potential of our method 60 
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for broader use as sentiment analysis can be successfully achieved by NLP models bilingual in English and a local language 

without a need for a sentiment dataset in the local language.  

The main potential limitation of our approach is that views expressed on Twitter may not fully represent views of people who 

chose to use different social media platforms, or none at all; this can be explored in future research by including more than one 

social media platform. This would demonstrate the applicability of the method to other countries, where popularity of different 65 

social media platforms may differ. 

3 Results and Discussion  

The two geohazards in our case study evoked a measurable emotional response as indicated by the content of Twitter posts. 

The majority of the tweets containing earthquake- and/or eruption-related keywords (62%) were evaluated as containing a 

sentiment (30% negative and 32% positive). The remaining 38% were neutral statements. Previous work has shown that very 70 

large and/or destructive earthquakes, such as Great Tohoku 2011 (Vo and Collier, 2013), Canterbury 2010 (Becker et al., 

2019), and Ridgecrest 2019 (Ruan et al., 2022) cause distress in the affected populations (measured using social media analysis 

by Vo and Collier, (2013) and Ruan et al., (2022); and ‘traditional’ interview methods by Becker et al., (2019)). We show here 

that earthquakes which are orders of magnitude smaller and cause no physical harm and negligible material damage also evoke 

a significant emotional response. We also show that the level of public interest is dependent on both the intensity of the 75 

seismicity and its proximity to densely populated areas. The number of tweets containing earthquake-related keywords (from 

here on termed ‘earthquake-tweets’) correlated strongly (r2 = 0.66, Figures 1a and 2a) with the number of earthquakes on the 

densely populated Reykjanes peninsula. The correlation disappeared when we considered the seismicity in the rest of Iceland, 

which is relatively sparsely populated (Figure 2b). The seismic unrest period was dominated by negative-sentiments with an 

average weekly positive/negative ratio 1 : 1.3. This finding agrees well with contemporary reports in the local media which 80 

described primarily negative experiences including anxiety (RÚV, 2021b) and disturbed sleep (RÚV, 2021a) caused by the 

earthquakes. The overall negative sentiments were likely caused by a combination of the physical discomfort of the ground 

shaking, and by the uncertainty about further development. It was already known that the seismicity was being caused by a 

magma intrusion but there was an uncertainty about whether, when, and especially where an eruption would happen; the areas 

considered to be at threat from lava flows included a town, and major infrastructure (power plants and tourism businesses). 85 

The seismic unrest was monitored closely and scientific interpretations were published continuously in the media. The constant 

reports will have been impossible to ignore and conflicting interpretations may have contributed to the anxiety and other 

negative emotions.  

There was a statistically significant change (p < 5e-05) to predominantly positive sentiments associated with the start of the 

eruption (Figure 1b and 1c). The average weekly positive : negative ratio during the eruption was 1.4 : 1 compared to 1 : 1.3 90 

prior. It is possible that the increase in positivity was even larger because the NLP evaluation consistently reported a smaller 

positive : negative ratio during the eruption period compared to the manual analysis (Figure 1c). To the best of our knowledge, 
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this is the first time that an increase in positive attitudes associated with a start of an eruption is recorded among the local 

populations. We propose that the positive attitude is best explained by a combination of geophysical and societal factors. Many 

of the positive sentiments were expressing relief that an eruption would bring an end to the near-constant earthquakes, and to 95 

the associated uncertainty (examples of tweets: “I want it to erupt so that the earthquakes stop”; “There is something absurd 

about being able to sleep soundly through the night now that there is an eruption in one’s backyard”). This agrees with previous 

studies on highly destructive events where positive statements were found associated with relief that the event is over (e.g. 

Great Tohoku 2011 earthquake; Vo and Collier, 2013), or messages of hope or pray for rescue and recovery (e.g. Hurricane 

Harvey; Zou et al., 2019). We also found that the Fagradalsfjall eruption directly evoked positive emotions in the local 100 

populations, including joy and pleasure. Our findings suggest that the close proximity of the Fagradalsfjall eruption site to 

populated areas may have been an important factor that enhanced the positive attitudes, as it allowed more people to experience 

it first-hand (examples of tweets “The eruption is so fantastic, even on my second visit <…> I adore seeing all kinds of people 

there enjoying the nature and being outdoors”). The site was open to the general public and was within one hour’s drive from 

the capital city followed by one hour hike. The public started arriving in large numbers within hours of the eruption starting 105 

and the total number of visits via the hiking trails equated 310,000 (Icelandic tourism dashboard, 2021). It is possible that the 

social and physical isolation caused by the covid-19 pandemic further enhanced the positive experience, as a visit to the 

eruption site provided both a distraction and an opportunity to socialize and exercise in a relatively covid-safe outdoor setting. 

Furthermore, the eruption had an unprecedented live coverage through multiple high-quality webcams, and social media feeds 

(Wadsworth et al., 2022), allowing participation and enjoyment of people who could not travel in person, and thereby 110 

potentially kicking off a new chapter of ‘remote’ volcano tourism. “It is midday and I have done nothing except watching the 

eruption [via live streams]. So beautiful!”). Previous studies focusing on tourists in volcanic areas e.g. (Benediktsson et al., 

2011; Davis et al., 2013; Donovan, 2018) have reported overwhelmingly positive attitudes, but given their very limited 

participant number and type, it was unknown how the findings related to the general public in local communities. Our results 

show that eruptions which do not directly endanger lives and infrastructure may cause a measurable increase in positive 115 

attitudes on population-wide level, and furthermore suggest that given the opportunity, people across different ages and 

physical abilities are keen to experience volcanic activity up close.  

4 Conclusions 

Our findings are important for risk assessment and management because we show that even small-sized geohazards without 

significant material damage can cause a measurable change in expressed sentiments in the local populations, which in turn, 120 

may indicate an impact on people’s mental health. Incorporating such analysis into local risk management has the potential 

for immediate and longer-term benefits. For example, knowing that the public views an eruption (or another natural hazard) 

as a generally enjoyable event may allow the risk managers to adopt a suitable approach to achieve compliance should they 

need to restrict the site access. A longer-term benefit may come from a better understanding of the potential mental health 
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burden on the local populations. While our method does not provide direct measures of the mental health state, and is not 125 

intended to replace more formal investigations, it may be used to quickly gauge whether communities are under stress and 

may require additional surveying and/or resources. We show that pre-eruptive events (here, the seismic unrest) can potentially 

be more detrimental to mental well-being than the actual eruption and should be considered in studies of impacts. Finally, in 

our quest to reduce the risk posed by geohazards – in this case, a fissure eruption - we should not dismiss the potential mental 

health benefits from allowing people to experience them where possible, even though the benefits will be difficult to quantify 130 

and weigh up against the (often more obvious) risks. 

Data and code availability 

Historical tweets can be obtained from Twitter API through an academic research access. The code used here for downloading 

the tweets is a python package TwitterAPI (source code available at https://github.com/geduldig/TwitterAPI).  The datasets 

and code generated in this study are available in an open-access repository 135 

https://github.com/vesteinn/fagradalsfjall_eruption_sentiment.  
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Figure 1: Timeseries plot of Twitter data during the pre-eruptive seismic unrest period (December 2019 – March 2021) and the 

eruption period (March – September 2021, highlighted with yellow). a) The weekly number of earthquake- and eruption- related 

tweets together with the weekly number of earthquakes. Number of weekly earthquakes is shown separately for Reykjanes peninsula 215 
and Iceland as a whole. b) The weekly number of tweets evaluated as expressing positive (‘pos’) or negative (‘neg’) sentiments by 

the NLP model. c) The average positive/negative (‘pos/neg’) weekly ratio, as evaluated by the NLP model in the whole dataset, and 

manually in the data subset. The data shown in c) include only weeks where the total number of tweets was > 10 to avoid bias 

introduced by very low numbers. 

 220 
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Figure 2: Scatter plot showing the number of earthquake-related tweets as a function of the number of earthquakes on a) the 

Reykjanes peninsula, r2 = 0.66 and b) the rest of Iceland (excluding Reykjanes peninsula), no statistically significant relationship. 

The solid line is a linear regression model fit and the dotted lines are the 5% significance level 

  225 
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Appendix A 

Theory and previous work on tweet-sentiment analysis 

Neural language models using the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) have in recent years had a great impact in 

the field of natural language processing (NLP). These models are trained using representation learning to embed words (create 

vector representations for the words and their parts) for use in tasks such as machine translation, question answering and 230 

sentiment analysis. Such models are first trained in an unsupervised manner on raw text to maximize embedding quality across 

all available contexts. The models, e.g.  BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and T5 (Kale and Rastogi, 2021), can then be adapted 

using fine-tuning on much smaller labeled datasets for a variety of classification tasks that depend on the context of text in 

natural language. 

Sentiment analysis is a common area of research in NLP with connections to hate speech analysis and stance detection(Maas 235 

et al., 2019; Socher et al., 2013; Mohammad et al., 2016) Here we use it in a traditional positive, negative and neutral 

classification setting but with regards to the geohazards surrounding the volcanic eruption in Fagradalsfjall in 2021. 

Extended methods 

Having gained academic access to historical tweets, we use the python package TwitterAPI (source code available at 

https://github.com/geduldig/TwitterAPI) to download tweets posted between 9 December 2019 and 31 December 2021. The 240 

tweets are filtered for a fixed set of earthquake- and eruption-related keywords in Icelandic (details on keywords below). 

Duplicates, including retweets, were removed from the data. In total 10,341 individual tweets matched our criteria and were 

used for further analysis. 

For keywords, tweets were filtered with the morphological variations of eruption and earthquake in Icelandic, along with the 

emoji for volcano. The full list used is: 245 

Eruption-related:  '       ', 'gos', 'gosið', 'gosinu', 'gossins', 'eldgos', 'eldgosið', 'eldgosi', 'eldgoss', 'gjósa', 'gaus’. 

Earthquake-related: 'skjálfti', 'skjálfta', 'skjálftar', 'skjálftum', 'skjálftarnir', 'skjálftana', 'skjálftanum', 'skjálftann', 'skjálftan', 

'skjálftans', 'skjálftinn'. 

A subset of this dataset was manually annotated by sentiment into negative, positive or neutral. 224 tweets were labeled as 

negative, 241 as positive and 171 as neutral. Tweets were selected for manual annotation semi-randomly; outside of the 250 

eruption period we randomly selected a subset of tweets in periods with either highly elevated seismicity, or relatively low 

seismicity levels. During the 6-months long eruption period we randomly selected a subset of tweets from each of the 3 first 

weeks of the eruption when eruption-related tweet frequency was at the highest level. We then randomly selected tweets in 

eruption weeks 5, 9 17 and 26 to cover different time periods of the eruption.  

To label the other tweets automatically an already adapted language model was fine-tuned on the manually annotated data for 255 

use in labeling as follows: The data was split randomly into a train and validation set of 493 and 121 tweets respectively. An 

pre-trained Icelandic-English language model (Snæbjarnarson and Einarsson, 2022) was first adapted for binary sentiment 
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analysis using the English Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) dataset (Socher et al., 2013). The original bilingual model was 

trained using Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019), from Facebook AI research, but then ported to the Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020) 

library and adapted for sentiment analysis. While no explicit Icelandic sentiment analysis dataset exists the model seems to 260 

behave well in general sentiment analysis for Icelandic due to its bilingual pre-training, this behavior has been documented 

well before and is referred to as transfer-learning (Ruder et al., 2019). The model was then further fine-tuned on the training 

data for five full iterations (epochs) using a learning rate of 2e-5 and a batch size of 8. As the initial SST fine-tuned model was 

only trained to classify positive or negative sentiment the output layer of the neural network was modified to provide three 

classes with the new classification node initialized by averaging over the prior two. 265 

Initial results showed that the model found that earthquakes were negative and were eruptions positive in sentences that should 

have been labeled as neutral. To mitigate this, commonly seen short-cut to labeling (Geirhos et al., 2020), we masked out all 

of the earthquake- and eruption- related keywords, both during model training and actual evaluation. Using a subset of tweets 

we manually verified that the model was labeling sentiments correctly as neutral when the keywords were masked out. The 

drop in performance when masking was minor: there was a drop in accuracy from 71% to 69%, and F1 (the harmonic mean 270 

of the precision and recall) also droped from 71 to 69. Evaluation results are shown in Table A1. 

Keywords masked Accuracy F1 Recall Precision 

No 71.4% 71.3% 72.9% 71.6% 

Yes 69.0% 68.8% 70.5% 68.9% 

Table A1: Evaluation results for models trained on the collected tweets 

The datasets and code are available in an open-access repository https://github.com/vesteinn/fagradalsfjall_eruption_sentiment 

for reproducibility and further use by the community.  

The key NLP contributions are; a new dataset for Icelandic sentiment analysis of tweets about geological events, a fine-tuned 275 

Icelandic sentiment model by means of transfer learning and manually curated data available as open-access, and an evaluation 

of masking to prevent shortcut learning in sentiment analysis. 
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